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What’s Happening In Your Infrastructure?

NIC  PARTNERS PHYSICAL & 
NETWORK SECURITY ASSESSMENTS

HAVE THESE CONCERNS?

Collection of SNMP information via a sniff assessment tool
Provide a comprehensive report on equipment for End-Of-Life status, SMARTnet or license coverage, and
security vulnerabilities 
Provide drawing(s) of your network topology
Compare network-recommended specifications to your current network status

A NIC Partners baseline network assessment is crucial in uncovering the gaps in your infrastructure. 
It creates a foundation for managing your infrastructure and finding any issues.

The baseline assessment includes the following:
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Infrastructure performance as compared to requirements or benchmarks
Infrastructure readiness related to new software applications or use cases
Realizing the business benefit of your technology investments
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LET NIC PARTNERS HELP YOU
A NIC Partners Engineer will evaluate your current wireless infrastructure, assess mobility requirements and
analyze wireless discovery - this will reveal any gaps and determine the next-generation wireless solutions. 
If the assessment identifies areas of concern, we'll document the holes and create an action plan to help you
realize the benefits of your technology investments.

We offer baseline, wireless and video surveillance assessments to solve shortcomings in your infrastructure.

Benefits of completing a baseline network assessment:
Identify network vulnerabilities and threats to the network
Ease in managing future network adds
Ability to manage your budget efficiently
Know when to refresh and migrate your network equipment
Peace of mind
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WIRELESS NETWORK ASSESSMENT

YOUR SUCCESS IS OUR BUSINESS
NIC Partners is a technology integration company providing unified communications
equipment and services to Southern California schools and hospitals. 
We exist to help our customers understand, implement and leverage technology.
NIC Partners is an employee-built and employee-owned company (ESOP).
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A NIC Partners wireless network assessment measures the performance of the existing wireless network and
characterizes it for signal strength, bandwidth, latency, and noise level.

The wireless assessment includes:
Pre-installation walk and planning module survey
Assessment of coverage
Assessment of performance
Provide a comprehensive report on equipment for End-Of-Life status, SMARTnet or license coverage, and security
vulnerabilities and issues
Provide drawing(s) of your network topology

Benefits of completing a wireless network assessment:
Identify network vulnerabilities and threats to the network
Ease in managing future network adds
Ability to manage your budget efficiently
Know when to refresh and migrate your network equipment
Peace of mind

 

VIDEO SURVEILLANCE ASSESSMENT
A NIC Partners wireless network assessment measures the performance of the existing wireless network and
characterizes it for signal strength, bandwidth, latency, and noise level.

We follow these steps when implementing an assessment:
Our Certified Engineer will come to your facility to review your technology objectives and perform the baseline
assessment.
We will document your infrastructure based on the information gathered, detailing your hardware/software and
associated coverage.
You’ll receive our comprehensive wireless assessment report detailing gaps and recommendations for coverage,
repairs, modifications, or additions.
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